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EDITORSNOTE

GLEN USLAN

CHANGE IS GOOD
Change is good. I believe that. We make changes to improve things. We make changes to simplify things.
Sometimes we make changes out of necessity. Change is progress.
Our beloved Velocity is not exempt from change and hopefully the changes we are about to experience together
will eventually, be viewed as progress.
Just as every memorable school year comes to an end, we are reluctant to let go. But year after year, we have
been rewarded with yet another golden summer. Our change will not be without bumps and mistakes, but hopefully we’ll end up with a new Velocity that will feel even more personal, even more true to what the POC has
become. We are all so proud of the progress of our club let’s see if Velocity can keep up!
I cannot begin to thank the Jamar’s enough for their work in helping to create Velocity. They have brought it to a
level at which no artistic change could be an improvement. To date, everyone has at least one favorite issue.
Usually, it’s the one with a photo of their own car prominently featured as it makes a perfect entry into any corner of any track. The design was uniquely Jamar but the words were yours. After all, it is the membership who
provides the content. Content about our club, our membership and our events.

On the Cover:
Porsche Owners Club
Retrospective of the great work of Nancy and
Alain Jamar.

Change really can be good and I invite you to be a part of it.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT

BILL BODINE

Talk about change! This has been one of the most exciting
periods ever for our club. Most of us are still beaming from
the good time we had at the first ever Triple Crown Event held
at the Willow Springs big track this past March 29 and 30th.
The inclusion of our STS drivers was for me, a long-term goal
fulfilled. Having our entire POC family together (190 cars!)
set not only a new record for participation, but also a new
standard of enjoyment for newbie and grizzled veteran alike.

The introduction of our new Velocity staff would be incomplete without a heartfelt “thank you” to Nancy and Alain
Jamar who have decided to step away from the production of
the magazine after nearly a decade. The Jamars are responsible for converting the POC newsletter into the beautiful
publication of which we have all grown so fond. They will be
missed as we struggle in these initial issues to replicate the
high standards they’ve set.

This experiment was SO successful that we have been inundated with requests to invite the STS people to more events.
All that I can say at this time is that we are definitely working
towards satisfying those requests. More later.

We are striving to increase the functionality of Velocity as a
promo tool for the club. Look for copies at your favorite
Porsche dealership and if you have an idea as to where we
can show off our great magazine, please let Martin Schacht
know your thought. Martin and his membership mavens are
putting some serious brain and back power into increasing
our new membership numbers.

Should you not realize it, Velocity magazine continues to
morph into what we hope to be a more informative and
engaging publication. Recent developments include securing
our new editor, Glen Uslan who many of you know for his outstanding management and restructuring of our STS series.
Glen is a gifted visionary who has a plan as to how to make
Velocity better at keeping you informed and included in the
club. Glen’s legacy is a modernized STS series that has reinforced the validity of his ideas with record attendance numbers.
We also welcome aboard Rob Pinedo as our new Art Director.
Rob comes to us via Bruce Wells who knows seemingly
everyone in the print and magazine production business.
Bruce is the guy to thank for helping us reduce the print costs
of Velocity over the last year. Christopher Wiles has taken
over the advertising responsibilities for us. This is an appropriate move since he has been so successful in finding and
signing new advertisers and sponsors as Director of
Marketing for the club. Please thank these people when you
can. They are all working very hard to make the POC a more
enjoyable experience for you.

In this issue you will catch a glimpse of our new office.
Laurie Taylor finally has her office back and is celebrating by
holding dance classes there twice a week. Please notice that
we need some art to hang on those blank walls!
Finally I want to tell you about a special moment of the Triple
Crown weekend for those of you who were unable to attend.
At midday Saturday our members slowly lapped WSIR in a
Tribute to the much-loved Tom Van Aken who passed in early
March of a stroke. He was barely 50 years old. The cars, led
by Marty Mehterian, paused near turn eight to spend a few
minutes of silence honoring this wonderful man. Tom Van
Aken will be missed.
Bruce wells has stepped up to fill the STS Chairman position.
Welcome aboard Bruce.

On the horizon: Cal Speedway, Tribute and Laguna Seca.
What a great year this is to be.
BB

Velocity magazine is the official publication of the Porsche Owners Club, Inc. and postage is paid at Anaheim, CA. Subscription rate is $20.00 in the United States and is included in the membership dues of the Club.
Articles and/or photos should be mailed to Velocity, c/o SR Designs, at 13698 Heatherwood Dr. Corona, CA 92880. They must be accompanied by a self-addressed, stamped return envelope, and we
assume no responsibility for loss or damage thereto. Any material accepted is subject to revision as is necessary at our sole discretion to meet requirements of this publication. All manuscripts and/or material submitted
are to be without remuneration except for authorized expenses by prior agreement with the publishers. The act of mailing manuscripts and/or materials is original and in no way an infringement upon the rights of others.
Submission of original material constitutes a perpetual, nonexclusive license for the Porsche Owners Club, Inc. to print and/or reproduce in any manner, and for any purpose, said material.
For a publication schedule or more information, please contact Bruce wells at (951) 536-7497.
Address change: Please give four weeks notice. Send an address label from a recent issue or flyer to aid in changing your address.
Mail address changes to Porsche Owners Club, Box 727*, 14252 Culver Drive, Suite A, Irvine, CA 92604, 949-360-6475.
POSTMASTER: PLEASE SEND FORM 3579 TO: PORSCHE OWNERS CLUB, BOX 727 14252 CULVER DRIVE, SUITE A - IRVINE, CA 92604

Velocity is circulated as a benefit of membership in the Porsche Owners Club, through select certified technical outlets, at select Porsche dealerships, and at events nationwide.
It may also be viewed at www.porscheownersclub.org.
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POC NEWS
Hi Everyone
It's me LT - Greetings from the New POC Office where I am busily preparing
for the next three events: Willow Springs, California Speedway and then Willow
again for "Tribute". The new office is great. It's in a beautiful office

complex here in Irvine. I really appreciate getting so much of my house back!
Thanks to the Board Of Directors for making this happen.

Feel free to stop by - the address is 4000 Barranca Parkway #260. I'm here
on Tuesdays and Thursdays. Call ahead to be sure I'm not out to the bank or
post office. The mailing address and phone numbers remain the same for your
convenience.
I would also like to take a second to thank all the volunteers - Carolyn Pappas,
Suzy & Mike Holgate & Monetta Williams. All of them have been so wonderful
in helping me at our events - even when they weren't driving in the event.
Volunteers like these are what make the POC so great!
Also, Bill said I have to say that he is the best President ever or he'll lock me
in here overnight. Did I say that right Bill?
Seriously, thanks to you all for being such good friends. I look forward to seeing you at the track. Thanks for all of your support thru the years!
LT

Dear Members of the POC,
Please accept my apology for
this belated note. I want to
thank everyone for the love and
support given to Tommy and
me during this very difficult
time with the loss of Tom. The
POC was his 2nd family and he
enjoyed everyone so much. His
passion for Porsches started very young. He had his
first Porsche I think at the age of 16. He was so
happy to be surrounded by all of you who shared his
passion. I wish I had known all of you better. I now
regret not coming to the events. Jerry, Tom’s brother,
told me about the tribute to Tom during the event at
Willow Springs. Tom would have been so honored.
Thank you again for the beautiful flowers sent and to
everyone who attended the service.
Thank you,
Julie Van Aken
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1ST ANNUAL TOM VANAKEN
MEMORIAL GOLF TOURNAMENT
This event will be held Friday, June 13 at the beautiful Apple Valley
Country Club in Apple Valley, CA
Registration begins at 11 am, with tee-off at 12 pm.
The cost for this event is only $100 per team. This price includes
entry into all events, 18 holes of golf, riding cart, lunch, and various
awards.
Please sign up and pay team fees in the pro shop with Tom
Saunderson.
All money raised will go into a trust fund to pay educational expenses for Tommy VanAken.

Golf attire is required. Collared shirts and slacks. No steel spikes are
allowed on the course.

Apple Valley Country Club
15200 Rancherias Rd Apple Valley, CA
Phone: 760-242-3125
Friday June 13th, 2008
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A CROWN EVENT
By: Robert Gunderman

#788 Robert Gunderman
Dave R Johnson • DRJ Motorsports Photography

As a new member to the Club, March's Triple Crown event marked just my third
event with the POC. And, as with any Porsche enthusiast, the only thing more
exciting than seeing large numbers of Porsches in one location, is seeing those
cars gathered on a track. The Club's first ever, Triple Crown event in March,
brought together almost 200 cars and drivers at WSIR for a series of Cup Races,
Time Trials and STS events.
The organization of Laurie Taylor and her team, in getting all of the driver's
checked in Saturday morning was very impressive. Everyone was registered,
given a commemorative Triple Crown Fleece, and sent to grid on time. I found
the level of instruction great, and the enthusiasm and generosity of the instructors commendable, as well as incredibly helpful. There was a beautiful ceremony in memory of Tom Van Aken, which included a procession of cars on track,
all of which stopped and created a formation at turn 8. The memorial stickers
made in his memory were a very nice gesture.

V E L O C I T Y
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Given the opportunity of spending time in the paddock, and checking out all the
different classes of cars was a rare opportunity. Also, being able to converse
with the drivers of varying experience was very informative. As was listening to
Bill's commentary on the races. His remarks about the leader of the Cup Race,
being a horseman from Montana who listened to Books On Tape while racing
was interesting. On the drive home, I wondered how many drivers went home
and downloaded My Friend Flicka to their iPod.
Congratulations to everyone who helped organize the event. We're all very fortunate to have a crew so dedicated to providing the energy and expertise necessary to making an event of this scale operate with such efficiency. For those
of us who are new to the Club, the Triple Crown Weekend will always be remembered. And, the hour of open track time at the end of the day on Sunday, was
a nice bonus to a perfect weekend. My personal thanks go out to everyone
involved for putting together such an organized weekend! We can only wait with
anticipation for the next jewel to be placed within the POC's crown.
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MEET YOUR POC FELLOW DRIVER
Brian Vance
Car Driven: Slate Gray 2002, 996 C2
Number/class: 235 MP
Occupation: Finance and Insurance
Consultant for GMAC
Insurance.

By: Marnye Summers

While pumping gas for the POC at Las Vegas Raceway, I started using the opportunity to solicit members to be
interviewed for Velocity Magazine. Brian Vance was one that stepped up to the challenge. He has a quick wit, love
for family, and passion for science fiction. Read on, he will entertain as well as amuse you.

V: How long have you been a POC member?

V: What has been your most unusual job?

BV: Three years. I started by going to lunch laps at Cal Speedway, then I got
involved with STS and now I’m in Time Trials.

BV: As a teenager I worked at an amusement park in the “Guess Your Age &
Weight” game – it was very uncomfortable at times. The “Ring Toss” was much
easier.

V: Do you have any hobbies other than racing?
V: How did you get into your present occupation and who helped you?
BV: Anything with a motor, fitness, sports, high tech stuff, home improvement
projects.
V: If you could choose any fantasy occupation what or who would you be?

BV: I worked as a manager in a car dealership and got tired of the long hours. A
man came into the car dealership to sell them a financial program and got me
interested in changing occupations. He’s still a friend to this day.

BV: President of the USA.

V: Describe a perfect day.
BV: Wake up without an alarm (would still be early – I must be getting old), go to
the gym and exercise, have a Starbucks, spend the day outside with my family and
maybe take a small excursion somewhere fun and have a really good steak for
dinner (dinner without the kids). Then go home and watch a movie and eat
Twizzlers.
V: Twizzlers?
BV: Yep, my favorite movie snack. Red licorice.
V: What is your favorite type of food?
BV: Steak – filet, medium rare.
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V: What is your favorite junk food?

actually just love to travel all over the world and experience the vast differences
that we have from the rest of the world.

BV: Dark chocolate.
V: What three words would you use to describe yourself?

V: If you could live for a week, back in time, what era would you choose and
why?

BV: Driven, pragmatic, fun.

BV: The 60’s! I think I really missed out on some fun!

V: And your wife? How would she describe you?

V: What book changed your life?

BV: I had to ask her. Confident, perfectionist, dependable. And my kids would
probably say: fun, loving, strict. Not necessarily in that order…

BV: I fell in love with science fiction at a young age when I read Isaac Asimov’s
Foundation series. I read extensively in that genre and I think it had a profound
effect on my views about life.

V: In what situation do you feel most uncomfortable?
BV: When my wife is mad at me – but, of course, that rarely happens.
V: Have you ever seen a UFO?
V: What animal do your most relate to and why?
BV: Dogs – they’re fun and faithful. I had a yellow Lab (Samson) who was the
best companion ever, he died from Cancer a few years ago and I miss him to
this day.

BV: No, but that’s why I’d like to be President – I could find out what’s really at
Roswell.
V: If you could go into outer space would you want to go?

V: What country or place would you like to see and why?

BV: Absolutely!

BV: Russia or China – the cultures and governments there fascinate me. I’d

V: Whom in your family do you most admire?
—Continued to page 12
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BV: My father – he worked harder than anyone I know.

BV: I love having a DVR so I get to watch all my shows – Boston Legal, Lost, 24,
The Unit, Numbers, The Closer, etc.7

V: Who or what do you fear and why?
V: Name a movie character you relate to and why.
BV: Not much – primarily concerned with the safety and well being of my kids
– not really a fear though.

BV: Robin Williams in “RV” – sometimes it’s really tough to let go of work.

V: What is a favorite pastime involving the whole family?

V: What talent do you have that would surprise people?

BV: Just enjoying my kids – beach days, Seaworld, Disney, etc..

BV: Juggling.

V: What is your most simple pleasure?

V: Would you sing karaoke?

BV: Watching my kids play.

BV: Only if I drank a lot first.

V: What event changed the course of your life?

V: Do you play a musical instrument?

BV: The birth of my first daughter.

BV: I used to play the sax, but I’m not sure if I still could.

V: Make up a quote.

V: Do you have any recurring dreams?

BV: “Touch my daughter and you’re dead.” I have three young girls and I have
to practice for their teenage years.

BV: None that I can talk about here…
V: What do you wish you could change about yourself?

V: Were you ever in the military?
BV: Make my nose smaller.
BV: No. I almost went to West Point out of high school. I went through the whole
application process and even had a nomination from my state senator, but I just
couldn’t bring myself to committing eight years of my life at that time. Probably
was the biggest opportunity that I ever had and I didn’t take it – definitely my
biggest regret.

V: What advice would you give to young people?
BV: Never stop learning and always give 100%.
V: What are your future goals?

V: What teacher gave you the most valuable teaching experience?
BV: One doesn’t really stand out. If I had to pick one I’d actually pick my oldest
sister who is a teacher and is ten years older than me. She always helped me
in that respect, I did learn a lot from her.
V: Name a TV program you try never to miss.

I 10 I

BV: To help my kids grow into strong, successful and happy adults and to be
financially secure.
V: What motto do you try to live by?
BV: What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger.
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I STILL CANT WIPE THE SMILE OFF MY FACE
By: Andrew D. Weyman

The Triple Crown Event, which took place March
29th – March 30th was a milestone for me. I’ve
been STS licensed for about a year and I figured
that the Triple Crown was an excellent opportunity
for me to test my driving skills (or lack thereof) in
Time Trials.
I called Marty Mehterian and requested an instructor. Marty asked me about my experience and my
car, including the safety equipment I had installed.
It’s a 997 GT3 with a roll bar, six-point harnesses,
and racing seats. I recently purchased a Sparco
driving suit and shoes from Werks II (thank you,
Jackie Ginsberg for your fashion expertise). With
my personal information in hand, Marty gave me
the “Okay” and I registered for the event online.
I really wasn’t sure what to expect. Exactly how
was Time Trials different from STS? How was the
Triple Crown going to work? What would it be like
bringing together all the POC members for one
event? It worked out just great. In short, I still
can’t wipe the smile off my face.
I registered at Coach’s on Friday night to save some time when I arrived at the
track on Saturday morning. Once there, I saw some familiar faces as well as
some new ones. Laurie Taylor did an amazing job organizing the registration
process. How she did it is a mystery to me.
When I arrived at the track on Saturday morning,
there were barely any
signs of life. It was
dark, RVs and
trailers were
everywhere

and I felt insignificant in my little pit area with the tools and air tank I could fit
in my car. As the sun came up, people started to emerge and still others began
to arrive. Within a few minutes, the pit area was jumping with activity and roaring with starting engines.
I picked up my POC Triple Crown sweatshirt (which came in very handy in the
chilly Willow Springs morning air) and attended the Drivers’ Meeting, led by Jeff
Melnik. The room was overflowing with excitement. Club Racers welcomed
Time Trial participants and STS drivers. It felt great to be there. Marty
assigned instructors to the student drivers. I was assigned to veteran
POC driver John Tunnicliffe. Man, did I luck out!
John and I met after the meeting and he asked me
about my car and safety equipment. We talked about my
experience, goals and expectations. I told him that I
wanted to be smoother, faster, and more confident. We
discussed the Time Trial driving line turn-by-turn.
We referred to the schedule and since John was driving
in the Orange Group and I was in White, there were
times when our sessions backed-up to one another.
We devised a plan to meet near his pit when possible
and on the grid when our sessions were back-to-back.
It amazed me that he was able to seamlessly transition
from driving his own car to riding shotgun with me.
There were a few times when I had to come in a lap or two
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early so that John could grid up for his session, but it was clearly worth it.
John is a great instructor. He helped me make huge strides in my driving abilities. His clear, concise explanations and use of hand signals had me driving
better than I ever had before. I was making subtle changes in my braking point
going into One, carrying more speed into Two, getting on the throttle a little
earlier coming out of Five, not lifting before going into Eight and getting on the
throttle sooner coming out of Nine. My lap times kept getting better and better. The difference between STS at The Streets and Time Trial practice sessions on the big track was faster speeds, fewer turns, longer straight-aways
and for me, bigger smiles.
Between my sessions, I watched the Orange and Red Club Racers. More
smiles. They are amazing drivers. It was great to see them wheel-to-wheel
racing. John Tunnicliffe did pretty well, finishing first in his class! Perhaps it
was my loud cheering that helped a little.
As an aside, I’d like to mention that the first time I saw POC Club racing in
action was the weekend of the Tribute to LeMans last year. I volunteered as a
Pit Marshall and had a great time. I look forward to doing it again this year. If
you’ve never done it, you’re truly missing a wonderful POC experience.
More practice laps on Sunday helped me to pick-up even more time. John
continued to work with me and refine my technique throughout the day. Then,

he told me I was ready to solo. “You’ll probably go faster without me in the
car. You’ll be 175lbs. lighter!” I really didn’t think it would make a difference
but he was right, I did get faster!
Then came time for the actual Time Trial. We were gridded by our average lap
times and spaced out a bit to allow for clean laps. First, a warm-up lap under
yellow. Next, a timed lap under white then a third lap followed by the checkered flag and a quick exit off the track prior to Turn One. Our best time from
laps two and three would be the one that counts. I did a 1:42. Not my best
lap time of the day but still okay for my first Time Trial. I know exactly where
I went wrong. A missed a shift coming out of Seven and early braking going
into Nine took its toll. I felt, and still feel, that I accomplished my goals for the
weekend and I am thrilled.
Packing up to drive home, I couldn’t stop smiling. I spent a weekend at the
track with some old friends, made a few new ones and learned a heck of a lot
about driving. Thanks to John’s excellent instruction, I drove smoother, faster
and with more confidence. Next event, I’ll be even better. I plan on attending
all the STS and Time Trial Events for the rest of the year. I’ve got it bad!
Since I got home, I’ve been talking about the weekend non-stop with everyone
I know. The reality is I don’t need to say very much because my smile says it
all. I still can’t wipe the smile off my face!

Dave R Johnson • DRJ Motorsports Photography
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THE 2008 TEQUILA PATRÓN
AMERICAN LE MANS SERIES RACE
By: Steve Ruckmick
I was really looking forward to it. You have a day
of getting to watch great Porsche race cars in
such a major race and it’s only a 25 minute drive
from home. Then, an easy $15 garage parking
and I’m an 8 minute walk to the track entrance. I
initially enjoyed a Paddock walk-through for a nice
up close and personal look at the cars and off
track technical action. Weather was perfect for
making horsepower: partly cloudy then turning
clear and remaining 60ish prior to the 4pm race.
Once the race began I headed to the tighter parts
of the course (Turns 2-5) for a little better viewing
and maybe a photo op. At this point let me say, it
became readily apparent at the adult refreshment
areas that there were a lot of tight curves present
which were not on the race track.
After touring turns 2-5 on the race track and
snapping a bunch of pictures, I headed for
refreshments and to rest my bones. If you look
around there are nice spots serving Mai Tais with
nice big closed circuit TV monitors. Beware of
more tight curves everywhere. I was able to jump
on a couch under a TV monitor. Mai Tai in hand, I
had already begun to admire all the fast action. I
was in heaven! The race? Oh yes, the race. Hey
- without the monitors, right over my shoulder I
could watch the cars race pass turn 3 and could
actually snap a half decent picture. Lets just say
it was a good location.
It turned out to be a great day of racing which I
highly recommend for any POCer who can get
there next year. OK. Here is the blow-by-blow by
class:
LMP2 - where the top PORSCHE dawgs reside!
Going into this race the Porsche RS Spyders had
been enjoying an eight-race class win streak. The
Penske Racing Spyder piloted by Dumas and
Bernhard, was a favorite and one of the fastest
qualifying P2 cars. Things were looking very good
indeed for Porsche. However, we all know that the
terms “predictable” and racing are rarely used in
the same sentence.
With 45 minutes left, the Penske Spyder was leading P2 piloted by Dumas. David Brabham in the
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Highcroft Acura #9 car pitted, got fresh tires, and
began to fight his way through the ranks. With 20
minutes left Brabham passed Christian Fittipaldi
and Adrian Fernandez (both Acuras), getting to
fifth position. Brabham then battled Romain
Dumas in the Porsche for some time, finally man-

aging a daring pass of the Porsche in the back
straight with just minutes to go in the race to
clinch the LMP2 win for Acura and place 3rd overall. By winning P2, Brabham became the first
American Le Mans Series driver to win in all four
classes: LMP1, LMP2, GT1 and GT2. In addition,
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LONG BEACH, CA

it was the first class win for Acura this season.
Despite not taking the win, it was still a very strong
podium finish for Porsche with Dumas taking second and his Penske teammates Patrick Long and
Sascha Maassen taking 3rd. Another great overall
LMP2 performance by the Penske Porsche Team.

Ferraris in a tight pack. Over the next 15 minutes,
the Ferraris could not manage a pass, partially due
to a steady flow of prototype traffic threading
through their ranks, breaking up the GT2 pack, giving the Johannes and Joerg Lizard Porsches a bit of
breathing room.

OK, GT2 – Where the Porsche AG “Race on Sunday,
sell on Monday” philosophy remains strong. Porsche
addicts like us gotta love it. The Flying Lizard
Porsche team continues to be a strong force here
with Johannes van Overbeek in the Porsche 911
GT3 RSR starting on the pole thanks to a new GT2
track record set during qualifying of 1:19.705 by
teammate Patrick Pilet. The race starts with the two
Lizard Porsches in 1-2 followed by two F430 GT

With just over 30 minutes left in the race and near
the 70 minute driver time limit, the two Lizard
Porsches pitted under yellow for driver changes,
fuel, and new tires. The No. 71 Tafel Racing Ferrari,
then in 4th, pitted at the same time for a driver
change and fuel, but no fresh tires. Combined with
the time regained under the yellow, this allowed the
Ferrari to get out of the pits just in front of the Lizard
Porsches to take the GT2 lead. The Lizard Porsche
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with Pilet at the helm found himself in third.
The top five GT2 field now consisted of two
Porsches and three Ferraris. With less than 20 minutes left in the race, a third race yellow gave Wolf
and Patrick a chance to close the gap. On the green
flag restart, the real race began. Wolf had less than
10 minutes to make his move. After very close and
hard racing, it came down to the final lap where Wolf
made a final move to try and pass coming out of
Turn 11 and put the hammer down. It came down
to almost a photo-finish with the Porsche just 0.33
seconds behind the Ferrari. It was the second-closest finish in the history of the ALMS and closest ever
in GT2.
—Continued to page 28
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SPRINGTIME FUN COMPETING AT
By: Leland McArthy

Photos By:
Dave R Johnson • DRJ Motorsports Photography

April 26 and 27 was to be our first “normal” event at WISR for the season.
Following on the heels of the ground breaking “Triple Crown Weekend” from the
month before, it was going to be hard to top the record breaking crowd and variety of driving we experienced in March. But between the creative minds of the
POC leadership, the competitive spirit of the POC membership, and the first
Racers Clinic of the year, there was no shortage of fun and excitement for this
“normal” spring weekend at the Big Willow.
Conditions were as perfect as one could want. Warm enough to remind us how
important our cool suits were going to be in a month or two, but not blazing yet.
Little enough wind to keep the sand out of the teeth and simple 20 pound weights
being sufficient to keep shade structures from blowing away. By the afternoon
Sunday, we even got some wispy high cloud cover to add interest to the stark blue
sky.
Attendance was strong with nearly 95 cars. The growing pack of Boxster specs
were there providing a great competitive grouping in the races. I’m sure we’ll
continue to see this class grow. It seems every time you turn around, someone
is talking about the Spec Boxster they are having built. The Cayman’s continue
to progress also with 6 in attendance. First showing up in last years January STS
clinic, now several more are signed off for Time Trials and two passed their first
Racers Clinic this weekend.
A great new feature for the White group this event was the practice of gridding
the group by lap times. Without open passing, random gridding based on a FIFO
system often held up faster cars, keeping them from getting clean practice laps
for the later time trial. Of course, one could arrive extra early at the grid, but with
summer approaching, more time strapped in a hot car without the 100 mph
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breeze blowing through your open windows to cool you off seemed like a penalty. Also, by gridding each session by the most recent fastest lap times, participants who improved substantially during the day, like Bob Wilt in his Cayman S,
could be seen with their grin growing as their grid position improved. All agreed
it was a great improvement for the white run group sessions.
We all love Willow Springs. It is fun, fast, sufficiently scary, a reasonable travel
distance for many members and familiar. Familiar because the other attributes
make it one of our most often used tracks. So this weekend we added a little
improvisation to our old standard.

W

T
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WILLOW SPRINGS
First, on Saturday, was the Trophy Dash Fun Race. This race included both Red and
Orange group cars, 36 in all, with fast lap times ranging from 1:25.5 to 1:47.0. To
keep it interesting for such a diverse group at such a familiar environment, a handicap system of specific length pit stops was used. The pit delay times were calculated from the qualifying times of each entrant. To ensure the qualifying times
weren't compromised by a creative "sand-bagging" driver, no car could go more
than one second faster than their qualifying time or they would suffer a one lap
penalty. If qualifying didn’t result in representative times for any competitor, they
could “declare” a handicap lap time to be used rather than risk the penalty. The best
strategy was to qualify with a time that was fast but more importantly reproducible.
Consistent lap times were key. In theory, this system was designed to delay each car
the perfect amount of time so as to result in a photo finish of all 36 competitors.

#706 Sohaib Kureshi

Since no one could tell who was in the lead until all of the pit stops were served, the
early part of the race focused on inter-class battles. The most interesting were in the
Boxster Spec, GT-2 and V3/R5-E classes. With Boxster Spec being decided by .2
seconds, GT-2 by 2.2 seconds and R5-E by .5 seconds, you get an idea of the close
battles through out the field. As usual, there is theory and there is practice, and while
there wasn’t the predicted multi-car photo finish, it was a very competitive race that
was a blast to drive and to watch!
Sunday brought more firsts. Jeff Melnik has been experimenting with the concept of
2 shorter races replacing the longer race format. The benefits are obvious. The cars
race more and parade less.

#396 Winston Muditaja

The two shorter races were not entirely new to this event, but there was a twist. Not
only were each race group (Red & Orange) to have two short races, but they were to
INVERT the finishing field of the first sprint to become the starting grid of the second!

#731 David Bruder
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Madness? Genius? Well, controversial anyway. This decision prompted strong
opinions and lively debate at the drivers meeting which continue in the discussion forums on the POC website. Some of the discussion waxed to the core of
the POC’s charter as a racing club and what should be included in competition
when points were at stake. But considering that the Racer’s Clinic students are
required to practice inverted starts, logic followed that it was not too much for
these veteran racers to handle. And boy, would it be fun to watch!
As expected, Dan Davis' turbo (GT-1) was the overall winner of both sprints with
our Driver of the Year, Drew Waterhouse reminding us why he is still our DOY.
Drew dominated the GT-3 Cup Car field (GTC-3 and GTC-4) and early in the
race was all over Dan Davis' bumper. Les Long brought the Air Power Racing
team all the way from Salt Lake City Utah and was reminded that these LA racers push hard from green to checker. Les made a strong show in GTC for Air
Power as did John Potter in GT-2. Hopefully, these tough competitors will find
a way to be at more POC events. The GT-2 domain currently owned by John
Payne could be up for grabs should this Potter guy put us on his schedule.
The V3/R5 group was assigned to run in the Red race group as well and many
eyes were opened to how fast these drivers and cars really are. As always,
Steve Alarcon, Mike Monsalve, Sheriff Parker and Kip Waterhouse were the
front of the class with Alarcon squeaking out a .08 win over Parker in Sunday's
finale.
The Orange Race was all about Bill Hartsock in his MI 996 car. Hartsock is proving the 996 to be a capable platform and hopefully we'll see more of these cars
on the track soon as the early versions of the anticipated 996 Spec are born.
Amazingly close to Hartsock were the Boxster Spec cars with only 2 seconds
separating John Gordon, Tom Bosley, Vali Predescu and Jeffrey Childers in the
first race. 944 Spec Plus had a great battle up front with John Tunnicliffe edging out Jim Marks by 1 second!
The second Orange race had the inverted start and resulted in extremely close
racing. Once again Hartsock dominated the overall but in BSR (Boxster Spec)
the first three, Predescu, Childers and Gordon, were separated by a mere 1.8
seconds! Wow that's fun to watch and fun to drive! The 944 Spec Plus guys
saw Marks, Ray Dicius and Dean Winger cross the line first all within 3 seconds!
The Orange race also had good participation from several of those who had just
graduated from their second Racer’s Clinic. Fresh from tossing their mortar
boards in the air, the spirit of competition could not be held back as they jumped
back in their cars only shortly after their 10 lap Australian Pursuit and 15 lap
Final Exam race!

And in the background, the race commentary by Bill Bodine was, as always, an
event in itself. I have been told these are being recorded for a future boxed set
of CD’s.
So, what about the question of fun versus competition? As a first time Racer’s
Clinic participant at this event, I had a fresh perspective on this question. At the
clinic, the messages from our instructors changed from our previous Time Trial
and STS transitions. The message was to vigorously compete, to be aggressive.
Sure, safety is critical and the strong adherence to the 13/13 rule at the POC is
what makes us so attractive. But the POC has both, aggressive real racing that
maintains a standard of safety not matched elsewhere. It’s the same with fun
and competition; we don’t need to trade one for the other. The POC is a racing
club. What fun!

Special Thanks to Bill Bodine for his recollection of the races which provided significant content to this article.

#388 Steve Abrahams
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DRIVINGTIPS
BY MIKE MONSALVE

For me, driving fast in the Corner Entry is one of the
biggest challenges in getting around a race track.
Corner Entry starts at the moment you begin to
wind in your steering wheel towards the apex. If you
get it wrong, the consequences are never good:
Enter too fast
and you will likely delay the point where you begin
your throttle application for your best exit speed.
However, if you brake too much and over-slow the
car, you've now lost your momentum turning into
the corner - precious tenths of a second you will
never regain.
In the last article, I discussed finding that spot at
Mid Corner where you can move to full throttle for
the best Corner Exit speed. For the best Corner
Entry, getting to that spot as quickly as possible is
the focus of this article.

First, you must look at your braking zone. Losing
speed quickly is important, but losing the right
amount of speed is the key factor in getting your
Corner Entry speed just right.
When you brake in a straight line, then fully
release the brake before turn in, you are unloading the front tires, which gives you less grip at
your turn in and makes your car less responsive.
One way to get your corner speed up, is to continue braking into the corner. By braking later in the
braking zone and continuing to brake in the corne
entry, you will be traveling faster during corner
entry. Trail braking is when you keep some pressure on the brakes when turning into the corner.
How much pressure you release on the brakes at
the turn in point depends on the corner.
By keeping some pressure on the brake while you
turn in, you will keep the front suspension loaded
which will make your car more responsive when
changing direction. In addition, the rear of your
car will remain unloaded which will improve the
rotation of your car in the corner. These two points
can give you more speed in Corner Entry. The key

PHOTOGRAPH BY ALAIN JAMAR

is to figure out how much brake pressure to
release at Corner Entry and how you manipulate
that pressure into the corner. Trail braking can
be very effective in increasing your Corner Entry
speed in a double apex turn. Try this at CA
Speedway entering the double apex in the
infield. You will get a crisp and fast turn in at
entry, better rotation as you enter the middle of
the corner, all of which will help you get to throttle earlier and faster than completely releasing
your brakes before you turn in. Trail braking can
also help you rebalance the car as it changes
over time in a race: If your car develops a push
problem due to lack of grip in the front tires,
decrease the amount of pressure you release
when entering the turn. Less weight transfer
from front to rear will give you more front grip
and help your front tires bite into the turn. If
you’re getting too much oversteer in the Corner
Entry, release more brake pressure before turning. You still want to "drag" the brakes to extend
your braking zone into the corner, but you also
need to release more weight on to the rear of the
car to help correct the oversteer. If you're not use
to trail braking, try it at slower speeds and work
up to it. The more comfortable you get with this
transition in Corner Entry, the more you will start
to delay your braking point and your lap times
will decrease.
Mike Monsalve
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THEY’RE REALLY

BY: Brad Pierce

GOING TO LET STS DRIVERS
ON THE BIG TRACK?
YES, they are, and yes, they did! March 29th and
30th, the powers that be at the POC, let the STS
drivers and the STS wannabes (like me) on the big
track at Willow Springs. And, for the most part, we
behaved ourselves. I must say that that track is fast,
intimidating and fun.
It started out like any other track weekend. Those of
us that could get into town early, met at Coach’s on
Friday night, and pre-registered. Some even had a
beer or two. The next morning we had a driver’s
meeting bright and early with everybody in attendance. Cup Racers, Time-Trialers, licensed STS and
yet to be licensed STS drivers all got instructions
and information about the event to come.
After the preliminary comments and safety briefings
(always check with the course worker before you
pull onto the track), we were separated into groups
and we hit the track. There were about 35 STS drivers still working on their competition license requirements. Our first session was a lead and follow session. We each had a chance to follow an
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instructor around the track and get an idea of where
the “line” is. With all of those cars on the track at
one time and different instructors leading each
group an accordion effect resulted. But, we did get
some good input.

Then came the barbeque. Great food, good company and some suspect racing stories. We had good
weather, for Willow Springs, and most ate outside. It
was a perfect time to wear our new Triple Crown
fleeces we received at registration.

The ensuing sessions included about 28 different
instructors running between our 35 cars. The
instructors were working hard dealing with our different cars, different lines, and different skill levels.
Add to that, each instructor has a different line and
driving style. I had instructors that drive 944s,
Boxsters and 911s. While I drive a 911, I received
some of the best input from 944 drivers.

Sunday check-in and drivers’ meeting was around
8:30 am. Our driving sessions for the day included
more musical chairs with instructors and students.
Everybody was faster and we all had a great time.
We had a chance to run with other cars at speed
and passing with a wave-by. In the morning, there
were three run sessions for the yellow group, the
unlicensed STS drivers.

After each session (or at least it seemed like it) we
had a meeting, usually with Jackie Ginsberg. We

Our last run session of the morning was right before
lunch. It was 30 minutes long and really gave us a
chance to focus on problem parts of corners lap
after lap without breaks (not brakes). Most of us
were on our own because the instructors had qualifying runs and racing to attend to.

discussed any problems that we encountered and
problems that were observed from the tower.
Although we had transponders, none of the times
were posted for the yet to be licensed drivers.
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After a number of laps, going into turn 8 I was able
to maintain a little over 100 mph! The car was
good for much more but it was the driver I was worried about. With about 2 minutes to go, coming out
of turn 9, following the same line I had for the previous few laps, the back end changed places with
the front end. Having never been on a track that
long at one time, I now learned that apparently the
tires get very hot and greasy. I spun a couple of
times, ended up over the gator on the inside of turn
9 and waited for the corner worker to let me back
on the track. Nothing hurt but my pride, and my
confidence.
We had our last meeting and were told that we
would run a time trial. We would be given three
laps: one warm-up and two timed laps. We still
had not seen our times posted, but Jackie went
around and let us know where to line up.
Meanwhile, the cup cars were out racing. It was
quite impressive. It was also a lot of fun to be
parked/pitted right next to real race cars in the car
that I drove up from Orange County and needed to
drive home.
In the end, we lined up, got our runs in. People that
didn’t get clean runs were given another opportunity and there were no major incidents. There were
a few off track excursions, including mine, but hey,
we followed the rules, learned our limits, learned a
lot about adhesion, how to be smooth and a whole
host of other things. I think they’ll let us back on
the big track.
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#741 Roy Lothringer
Dave R Johnson • DRJ Motorsports Photography

I will be back and most of the people I spoke with
will be back. I have one more day of “training”
before my card is signed off, but I am sure that I

have a lot more learning to do. I look forward to the
next event and hope to see you there.
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BOXSTER SPEC CORNER
BY BILL BODINE
WITH CONTRIBUTIONS FROM JEFF SHULEM, MARC JANNONE AND JOHN GORDON

# 99 Mark

# 149 Robert Baird

#187 Eric Gressler

Many have heard about this rapidly growing Spec class based
on the 97-99 2.5 liter Boxster cars. What started as a meeting of six curious Boxster owners has boomed into the most
talked about Porsche class in all of club racing.
The POC was the first club to welcome the Boxster Spec cars
and has been rewarded with a new family of good-spirited
volunteers and remarkably quick racers.

Zen Coach Kristen Ullmer

More than fourteen cars have already been built with more
currently under construction. Surprisingly quick, these
cars have been lapping WSIR in the mid 1:30s!
Current and recent owners include:
Blake Rosser, Shawn Howard, Mike Essa,
Vali Predescu, Tom Bosley, Mark Webber,
Jeff Childers, John Gordon, Mary Anne
Melnik, Marc and Richard Jannone,
Ted Butch, Mark Foley, Jeff Hollander,
Neil Alexander and Bill Bodine (who
was SO quick he was asked to sell his
car!)
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Boxster Spec
Racers Gather at Willow

# 99 Mark Foley

A Jubilant Jeff Chulem

Here are some notes stolen from the log books and diaries of the BSR drivers
this past Willow event:

that four times quickly..”Quinn’s Cayman with a punctured radiator, Quinn’s
Cayman….)

Tom Bosley Saturday AM. Tom discovers that the dry cleaners have somehow
shrunk the mid section of his driver’s suit causing a zipper malfunction.

Jeff’s reward was to forget to remount his transponder during the rushed prerace prep, thus making his 2nd place finish “unofficial”.

Solution: Fire dry cleaners, speak harshly to dog.

Solution: Spank the newly acquired Bosley dog.

Saturday Fun Race: Tom Bosley enters the pits for his mandatory handicap stop
leading all BSR's and specifically Jeff Shulem by 20+ seconds. He returns to
the track 7 to 10 seconds behind Shulem. Bosley doesn’t push, thinking he sitting on a huge lead (somehow) and so spares Shulem the embarrassment of
putting him a lap down. Ooops, Shulem was in front!!

Marc Jannone

Solution: fire pit crew, spank dog.

Marc and his father, famed character actor Richard Jannone, share the car thus
insuring the motor never cools down from 8AM Saturday morning until 5PM
Sunday afternoon.

Sunday 12 Lap Race: Bosley rolls past a very slow moving car under yellow.
Ensuing black flag pushes him to back of pack.
Solution: Fire dog, order in-car radio.
Jeff Shulem
Jeff Shulem somehow finds Kristen Ulmer, the best looking Zen Coach on the
planet. She motivates him to a 2 second decrease in lap time and his first 1st
place finish in BSR. He also pulls a 3rd overall in the Trophy dash. See pic to
share the motivation.
Under the “No Good Deed Goes Unpunished” heading we have Jeff Shulem lending his car to Quinn Thompson so that Quinn can complete the Drivers Clinic
after a weird incident left Quinn’s Cayman with a punctured radiator. (Try saying
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Marc has broken the Guinness World Record for number of heat cycles on a set
of BSR spec tires. His new record is 27 heat cycles! Congratulations Marc! The
shimmer coming off of the steel belts was mesmerizing!

Stopping only for the intake and expulsion of fluids, this dedicated team lacks
only an actual enduro in which to display their rare skill set.
Marc gets a free set of tires for recruiting his unsuspecting student Eric Gressler
to covert his car into a Boxster Spec. Marc gets a second set of tires because
the car Eric will be converting to Boxster Spec is currently a Carrera 4S! Boy,
Mike Essa is gonna go wild on this one!
Lastly, it is strongly suggested that Jannone sell some of his free tires for fuel
since he ran out during Sunday’s race and coasted across the finish line. (When
the big hand is on the “E”…)
For info on Boxster spec racing go to: www.boxsterspecracing.org
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SPEC 911
IN THE PACK
BY TODD GRANTHAM

Are you passionate about Porsches and passionate
about racing? Is the thrill fueled by more than just
being out there with a couple other cars you admire,
but rather, being in close proximity with a pack of
other ardent competitors? With such a wide range
of performance capabilities it has traditionally been
difficult to ensure a tight clumping of a large number of competitors in a 911. That is unless you
wanted to buy identically prepared GT3 Cup cars—
but that came with a financial obligation that many
Porschephiles couldn’t sign up for.
Enter Spec 911.
With 40 years of evolution, there are dozens, if not
hundreds, of variations to the legendary Porsche
911. That ensures that everyone who has a passion
for these marvels of engineering has the opportunity to find the 911 that fits their exact fancy. But
when you decide to go racing there are almost too
many choices. Do you want a super-light, go-kart
like sensation as found in an early short-wheel
based 911 with a 2.0L pump? Or maybe you are a
more modern fanatic and the 997 GT3 Cup car is
your pace, thick with technology and blistering
fast—and a heck of a lot heavier than its early
ancestor.
Spec 911is a class within the Northern Californiabased Porsche Racing Club (www.porscheracingclub.com). The PRC has dedicated run groups within primarily NASA sanctioned events. With the help
of great sponsors like Jerry Woods Enterprises,
Smart Racing and Wevo and visionaries Ben
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McGraw and Rich Walton, the Spec 911 class, designated GTS, was formed in 2002 as a way to create a close spec of 911’s that had a lower cost of
entry than the more modern (read expensive) Cup
cars. The class picked up on the best teachings
from the Spec Miata craze, but delivered that thrill
into the hands of those that wanted to drive their
beloved 911.
The spec for the class is lead by a rules committee
made up of the Chief Steward, Gary Walton, PRC cofounder, Masuo Robinson and an elected Drivers
Representative, Andy Simpkinson. The committee
has wrestled with similar issues that all spec classes must face. Principally, with the objective of growing the class and constraining costs, is it best to
have a very tight rigid spec which ensures that there
is only one unquestioned formula or is it better to
offer a more open spec giving people more entry
points which gives them the option to find the “best
deal” for them?
For our group we seem to have found a middle
ground. There are three engine options (2.7L, 3.0L,
3.2L) limited intake options, one exhaust spec, a
minimum weight (with slight variation if you are running fuel injection vs. carburetors), a spec wheel and
tire, limited suspension upgrades and the overall
spirit of trying to keep costs reasonably constrained
(this is still racing a Porsche after all). But, none of
the modifications are meant to overly stress the
highly-durable, mostly stock motors and components of the spec.

The group has had a great deal of growth over the
last two years. Many new cars from the San
Francisco Bay Area have been built as well as a
large, very supportive group from the Portland area
(lead by the people at Rothsport). It is now common
to have fields of seventeen to twenty-two cars. And
it has the real potential of fields in the high twenties
by the end of the year. The Spec 911class now constitutes nearly 50% of the PRC field. And with its
success it has actually spurred the creation of
another spec class within the PRC, GTL. Based on
the PCA GT2R class, GTL will be a “step-up” class
from GTS. GTL will have higher performance capability, higher budget, but a similarly constrained spec
to ensure close competition.
The GTS class offers a perfect balance. Driving a
240+hp 911 weighing only 2400 lbs in very close,
very clean races with twenty other combatants is
exhilarating to say the least. The performance capability is balanced with a spec that doesn’t overly
stress the running gear resulting in longer durable
and lower maintenance costs.
Drivers find their way to Spec 911 in various ways.
Many start out in autocrosses and time trialing.
Some eventually feel the urge to go door-to-door on
the track. Spec 911gives them a lower cost of entry
(many take the 911 SC or Carrera they’ve been time
trialing and simply convert the cars over) and a great
continuation of their learning curve. But Spec
911isn’t only an entry point, there are instances of
guys trading their 996 GT3 Cup cars for 911 Spec
rides. But, if you want to be at the front, you have
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2008 SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
DATE

EVENT LOCATION & DESCRIPTION

January 12

52nd Annual Award Banquet Jonathon Town Club Downtown LA

2008 Events

January 26

Streets of Willow - Drivers Clinic #1

STS Drivers Clinic

January 27

Streets of Willow - STS (Short Track Series)

STS # 1

February 16-17

Las Vegas Motor Speedway (Oval and Inside Course)

TT # 1 & 2, CR # 1 & 2

March 29-30

Willow Springs Raceway BIG SPRING FLING THING

TT # 3, CR # 3 & 4

All Series - All Members

STS # 2

April 26-27

Willow Springs Raceway (Racers' Clinic #1)

TT # 4 & 5, CR # 5 & 6

May 16-18

California Speedway

TT # 6 & 7, CR # 7 & 8

May 31-June1

Streets of Willow - STS (Short Track Series)

STS #3 & 4

June 6-8

Willow Springs Raceway - Tribute to LeMans Enduro Weekend

TT #8, CR #9, 4hr Enduro

August 22-24

Laguna Seca Raceway

TT #9, CR #10 & 11

September 6

Streets of Willow - Drivers Clinic #2

STS Drivers Clinic

September 7

Streets of Willow - STS (Short Track Series)

STS #5

September 20-21

Buttonwillow Raceway - Buttonwillow 100

TT # 10 & 11, CR # 12 & 13, 1hr Enduro

October 17-19

Las Vegas Motor Speedway (Outside road course)

TT # 12 & 13, CR # 14 & 15

November 8-9

Streets of Willow - STS (Short Track Series)

STS #6 & 7

November 15-16

STS at California Speedway (Interior road course)

STS # 8 & 9

December 6-7

Willow Springs - Racer's Clinic #2 - Season Finale - BBQ - Town Hall Meeting

TT # 14 & 15, CR # 16 & 17

to earn it, you have to really develop your skills. It is tight up there. And fast.
There has been so much growth in the class that there is racing throughout the
entire field, for all experience levels. In fact, it is not uncommon for the top four to
six cars to be in nose-to-tail races for the entire thirty minutes. But, there will be
another scrum of three to five cars not very far behind them. And so it goes
throughout the field. Awesome! As an example, at the second event of the season
this year, held at Infineon Raceway in Sonoma, the top nine cars in the field were
separated by only 2.1 seconds. And P2-P8 by only 1.3 seconds!
Now, you might suspect that with racing that tight comes the body contact that has
become the accepted norm in Spec Miata. Not true. In fact, body contact is very
highly frowned upon. These are Porsches after all, not Miatas. Replacement parts
are almost guaranteed to be over $100, not under $100. The Porsche Racing Club
has put into place very clear and strictly enforced rules that create very close but
very safe racing. As an example, instead of ambiguous passing rules which can be
found in other clubs, the PRC passing rule states that if there is any overlap going
into a corner the lead car must leave room. It keeps it clean. It keeps it clear.
While the spec prepared 911 is the common denominator, the drivers come from all
walks of life and racing experiences and together represent a significant amount of
car prep and race craft knowledge. A stroll around the paddock reveals a bevy of
racers and crew helping each other, discussing the various lines, as well as the
usual good-spirited trash talking. The result is a unique camaraderie and cooperation that flows onto the track.
The founders of Spec 911 have created a great class which is likely to grow for
many years to come. It gives an entry point into racing for those that have a passion for the 911. Pushing a 911 to its performance limits takes patience, talent and
a certain understanding. To then race these cars with a group of drivers that
approach driving from the same perspective is very rewarding.
Are you ready? Come join the pack.
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—Continued from page 17

The Lizards continued their podium streak with 2nd, 3rd, and 7th place
finishes for the three-Porsche, GT2 team.

POC_ MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

2008 American Lemans Long Beach, CA Top Ten:
JOIN NOW! For a nominal annual membership fee, you can enjoy the POC’s
publications, receive discounts to all events and at many participating dealers.
Make check payable to and mail to: Porsche Owners Club—Membership
Box 727, 14252 Culver Drive, Suite A, Irvine CA 92604 949-360-6475

1.

Lucas Luhr, Germany; Marco Werner, Germany; Audi AG R10/TDI
(1, P1)

2.

Frank Biela, Germany; Emanuele Pirro, Italy; Audi AG R10/TDI (2,
P1)

3.

Scott Sharp, Jupiter, FL; David Brabham, Australia; Acura ARX-01B
(1, P2)

4.

Timo Bernhard, Germany; Romain Dumas, France; Porsche
Spyder (2, P2)

5.

Patrick Long, Oak Park, CA; Sascha Maassen, Germany; Porsche
RS Spyder (3, P2)

6.

Bryan Herta, Valencia, CA; Christian Fittipaldi, Miami, FL; Acura
ARX-01B (4, P2)

7.

Marino Franchitti, Scotland; Butch Leitzinger, State College, PA;
Porsche RS Spyder (5, P2)

8.

Luis Diaz, Mexico; Adrian Fernandez, Mexico; Acura ARX-01B (6,
P2)

9.

Chris Dyson, Pleasant Valley, NY; Guy Smith, England; Porsche RS
Spyder (7, P2)

New Renewal

ACTIVE
A registered Porsche owner. Receive all mailings
and is considered a full member.

$95.00

ASSOCIATE
The spouse, child, parent, sibling, or other designee of
an active or non-Porsche member. One per member only.

RS

$25.00

NON-PORSCHE
A non-Porsche owner who wishes to participate in POC
activities. Receives all mailings, plus member rates at events. $75.00

Name .............................................................................................................................
Street ..............................................................................................................................
City .................................................................................................................................

10. Gerardo Bonilla, Orlando, FL; Ben Devlin, England; Lola B07 46
Mazda (8, P2)

State ...............................................................................................................................
Zip ....................................................................................................................................
Occupation ......................................................................................................................
Birth Date ........................................................................................................................
Telephone [Home] .................................... / .....................................................................

707 South Hampton Drive, Venice, CA 90291
Phone: 310.399.3221 Fax: 310.399.9399
YOUR AUTHORIZED AMB TRANSPONDER DEALER

Otto’s Rebuilt Porsche Products
Telephone [Business] ................................ / .....................................................................
E-Mail ..............................................................................................................................
Referred by ......................................................................................................................
Membership Number ......................................................................................................
(If renewal)

Associate’s Name .......................................................................................................
Birth Date .......................................................................................................................
Telephone [Home] .................................... / ...................................................................
Telephone [Business] .................................... / ...............................................................
E-Mail .............................................................................................................................
Membership Number .....................................................................................................
(If renewal)

- Bosch 3,6 pin CDI units (69-83 911)
- CIS (lambda) control units (80-83 911)
- L-Jetronic units (80-83 911)
- Motronic control units (84-95 911, 944)
- D-Jetronic units 914 (70-78)
- L-Jet 914 (74-75)
- 928 ignition units (all)

- 928 LH control units (82-90)
- 928 HVAC units
- Heater control units (82-89)
- 964/933 climate control units (89-95)
- Rev limiters/fuel shutoff relays (76-89 Turbo)
- Cruise control units
- Door lock controls (82-95)

Engine & Machine Services
- Service, repair and race prep
- Restoration ad used car sales
- Racing engines for all POC/PCA/SCCA class
- Custom race car and parts fabrication
- MFI and transmission specialists
- Valve jobs
- Guide and seat replacement
- Cylinder head resurfacing
- Cylinder boring and honing
- Cylinder block surfacing
- Custom cylinder porting
- Magnaflux service
- Engine balancing
- Flywheel surfacing
- Check case for size and alignment/case savers
- Bore engine case
- Polish crank
- Chamfer, drill and tap oil galleys in crank

- Clean, blast, hone pistons and cylinders
- Rebuild and rebush rods
- Shot-peen rods
- Surface and chamfer heads
- Turbo oil squirters
- Bypass modification
- Boat tail and windage case
- Cut cylinders of windage
- Knife edge crank
- Cut pistons for clearance
- Modify case for large oil pump
- Port and match heads and manifold
- Twin spark heads
- C.C. for compression
- Pressure testing
- 914-6 stub axle conversion kits
- 914-6 OE oil tanks
- 904 minshafts

Rebuilt 914 Rear Caliper $195 with Exchange
30 Years of Porsche Expertise

WWW.PORSCHEOWNERSCLUB.ORG
I 28 I

www.ottosvenice.com
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Restoration, Maintenance & Performance For Your Porsche ® Since 1964

®

800.752.6046

OR GO TO AUTOMOTION.COM®

Visit Our Showroom 8000 Haskell Ave. • Van Nuys, CA 91406-1321

When ordering, please mention

PRIORITY CODE 1XX8C38
LICENSED PORSCHE® MATS are
manufactured by Lloyd Design Corp. under license
from Porsche AG. All emblems shown on mats for
Porsche® vehicles are trademarked.

15% OFF

take
members
PCA/POC e of your
advantag ount
15% disc E.
IM
ALL THE T Apply
ns

rictio
Some Rest

K&N
CARTRIDGE
& WRENCH-OFF
OIL FILTERS
Double Emblem

B&B EXHAUST From $991.95 EA

BILSTEIN PSS
9/10 SUSPENSION

All K&N Oil Filters are
manufactured to exacting
engineering standards
and satisfy the
needs of race
car drivers and
engine builders.
From $9.95 EA

Billet Coolant
Filler Cap

FYREBRAID IGNITION WIRES
• OEM (Beru) Connectors
• The Ultimate
In Sparkplug
Wires
“Fyrebraid”
shielding
which
resists
temperatures
up to
1400°F.
From $45.95 SET

NEW! ONLINE DIAGRAMS

at automotion.com
WEATHER STRIPPING • RESTORATION • REPAIR PARTS

These replacement coolant
filler caps are CNC machined
from billet aluminum, thermo
coated with a wrinkle black
finish and are accented with
stainless steel allen screws.
996
1999-05 916192 $79.95 EA
Boxster®
1997-05 916192 79.95 EA
987 Boxster® 2005-07 916192 79.95 EA
Cayman™
2006-07 916192 79.95 EA

911® FAN HOUSING
OUTLETS
These
reproduction
915790
fan housing
915789
outlets are exact replicas of the early 1965-74
style. Made from sheet metal and powder
coated black for longevity these are perfect for
early heat exchanger & header conversions.
Fits all 911® 1965-89 fan housings. Sold Each.
Left Outlet
915789
$99.95 EA
Right Outlet
915790
89.95 EA

• Motorsport Technology With
Comfort And Performance
For The Road
• The Bilstein Height-Adjustable
Suspension With 9 or 10
Damping Force Settings
Now you can enjoy the kind of
precise suspension tuning
formerly available only on race
cars. The PSS 9/10
suspension kit provides the
ultimate in performance tuning.
The fully adjustable monotube gas
shock absorbers offer a
selection of nine precise
compression and rebound
settings, from comfort to
competition. The front and
rear progressive rate
springs allow accurate
adjustment of the vehicle
ride height and center of
gravity for the level of
performance you seek.
Handling and control are just
a few twists away.
From $1749.00 KIT

FOR FREE CATALOG,
MENTION PRIORITY# 1XX8C38
HUGE

INVENTORY

*“PORSCHE®, 911®, BOXSTER®, CARRERA®, CAYENNE®, TARGA®, AND THE PORSCHE® CREST ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF PORSCHE AG.” EXCEPT AS INDICATED, THESE PRODUCTS ARE NOT APPROVED BY PORSCHE ® AG; USE OF UNAPPROVED PARTS MAY ALTER FACTORY WARRANTY, EMISSIONS, AERODYNAMICS, OR FUEL CONSUMPTION.
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911 DISTRIBUTORLESS
IGNITION SYSTEM
“ONLY IF YOU’RE SERIOUS ABOUT PERFORMANCE!”

WWW.COMPU-TRONIX.COM
I 34 I
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C AT C H U S I F YO U C A N . . .

March 8-9 - NASA/Thunderhill
Exclusive Porsche Racing Challenge Run Group

June 28-29 - NASA/Infineon Raceway
Exclusive Porsche Racing Challenge Run Group

April 12-13 - NASA/Infineon Raceway
Exclusive Porsche Racing Challenge Run Group

August 23-24 - NASA/Thunderhill
Exclusive Porsche Racing Challenge Run Group

April 26-27 - HSR West: Thunderhill
Exclusive Porsche Racing Challenge Run Group

October 25-26 - Infineon/Sears Point
Porsche Racing Club weekend in conjunction with NASA
Two Porsche Driver’s Education (DE) run groups
Three Porsche Race Groups
TONS of track time!

June 7-8 - NASA/Thunderhill
Exclusive Porsche Racing Challenge Run Group

Photography by Doug DeVetter
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